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We had 7 juniours on 4th February attending the junior shooting development programme. Mr. Muller’s 

children couldn’t make it for various reasons although he was there assisting. Development Programme is 

now running for 4 consecutive Saturdays since 14 January. 

Day started with the usual plinking from 10m; moved on to a bit of competition by shooting 8 shots in two 

minutes and subsequently 16 shots in 3 minutes. Nobody used all of the allotted time but one could see that 

competition was having an effect in that the juniors became more attentive and visibly excited. The parents 

did too. 

Four of the juniors were shooting AP under the guidance of RBegg, whilst I and B Muller were managing the 

younger ones. 3 of the 4 AP shooters join us after their AP session. 

We ended up with a competition of hanging 5 cans from 5 separate frames and whoever could shoot all in 

succession, no time limit, would win R200. Nobody won. So, prize money carried over until following 

Saturday with prize increasing to R230. 

We have received 2 Revolver and 2 Gamo compact AP’s. one is faulty and will be returned. Will ask that a 

new one be collected by Shafi on behalf of CGPA. 



Gamo PR-778 revolvers turned out to be a hit. Works well and is accurate for at least 60 shots. Suggest that 

in competition, First shot is (discharge without pellet) fired to get rid of excess Co2. Otherwise first shot is 

always quite high. Kids must learn to count how many shots they fire because when gas runs out, pellets hit 

low and will be disadvantageous in competition. 

Intention is to eventually have a police pistol competition with slow fire (16 shots) and single-shot (8) in 2 

secs from 10m and 2 shots (8) in 2s from 7m. Also, to eventually have a variant of SSA – 8 shots in 10s x 2 

from 10m standing freehand. Then 8 shots kneeling, 8 shots LH using barricade and 8 shots RH using 

barricade in 2 minutes. (This is not final, merely a suggestion and other suggestions would be most 

welcome). 

The 8 – shot as opposed to our 6 shots is because a revolver cylinder and some pistols hold only 8 although 

the Umarex revolvers hold 10 pellets. 

We also thinking of putting up a practical pistol course to add more fun to the programme. This is definitely a 

long term programme. We also starting to see how our kids respond to pressure in terms of competition. 

I’m thinking that after 6 months or so, we have provincial postal competitions and even a log on the SAPA 

website. 

Purchased too many Steel BB’s so half will be given to CGPA. 

Have purchase 1000 scaled downed (A4) PP targets as well as 1000 PPC targets. Shall we refer to the targets 

as AP PP target and AP PPC targets? SAPF will receive invoice. I will also ask for same to be printed for CGPA 

and whoever else gets such a programme going. 

For information and statistical purposes Marksman Juniors consist of 3 x Indian, 5 x coloured and 2 x white. 

Total of 5 boys and 5 girls. Youngest is 10 and oldest 18 fresh out of school. 

I also handed out 6 tins of pellets and 90 Co2 cartridges. Targets on an as need basis 

 

Regards 

 

Mohyedien 

   


